Hitchin Priory Wedding Fayre a resounding success
The sun was certainly shining when more than 400 visitors attended the Hitchin Priory
Wedding Fayre making this the busiest Wedding event ever held at the historic venue. It
was even more remarkable as several other
wedding fayres were being held locally on the
same day.
A record 34 wedding specialists were on hand,
giving advice and assistance to the many
budding brides who were planning for their big
day. As well as the regular exhibitors including
photographers, florists, cake specialists, bridal
fashion, hairdressing and make up experts, a
beautifully prepared horse and carriage, and a
superb Beauford stretch limo were on show for
brides who want to arrive in style.
A spray tanner was on hand demonstrating how, despite our gloomy British summers, every
bride can glow on her special day, while a flute and harp duo gave a truly romantic flavour to
the event. More unusual were Guest Factor and Smiley Booths demonstrating how guests
can leave a video record of their lasting tributes and
congratulations to the happy couple.
The Civil Ceremony and Reception room were set out
especially for the day, so all potential brides could
experience the atmosphere of a wedding at a stately
home set in acres of beautiful landscaped gardens
and imagine how their own wedding will look. It also
gave them the opportunity to meet and chat to Sarah,
Jocelyn and the team who were offering tours, quotes
and their expert advice throughout the day.

Event Coordinator Jocelyn Harrold commented, “It
was our most successful Wedding Fayre ever. Not only did we have a record attendance,

but we were booked for several personal show rounds during the next few weeks. Several
prospective brides have already reserved dates for their wedding, and one bride confirmed
her wedding booking on the day.”

Jocelyn added, “The success of the day was underlined by many of the exhibitors
commenting that it was one of the busiest events they had attended and that they definitely
wanted to be at the next Hitchin Priory Wedding Fayre. Our next event will probably be in the
autumn when we hope to have even more potential brides attending.”
ends

More about Chartridge Conference Company
The Chartridge Conference Company runs and manages four dedicated conference and
meeting venues located in the Home Counties and West Midlands. All CCC venues are set
in out-of-the-ordinary locations that provide the perfect secluded environment for meetings.
All venues provide the highest standards of fully equipped training facilities in rooms that are
bright, inviting and adaptable with on-site technical support. Superb food is created with
care and flair by dedicated chefs, and when the learning is over, delegates can relax in style
in beautiful and peaceful surroundings. The ethos of CCC is to successfully combine total
professionalism, excellent value in a friendly relaxing environment. CCC is a member of MIA
and Conference Centres of Excellence.
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